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QR code needed to enter DC Whole Foods… Tracking
everything you purchase…
Posted by Kane on December 25, 2022 2:04 am

NEWS JUNKIES -- CHECK OUT OUR HOMEPAGE

Here it is, you need a QR code to get into Whole Foods in DC.  @WholeFoods 
#boycottwholefoods pic.twitter.com/q5rSlgi5ch

— Sierra ❣ (@SierraSmith84) December 23, 2022

 

Whole Foods is owned by Amazon. The digital surveillance plan is simple.

 

Create a QR code for every shopper and track every item they purchase.
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NO. Never.

Whole Fools.
Avoid.

The original tweet is gone.

Whole Foods was evil well before being assumed into Amazon. They knew about bad ground
beef and internal docs showed execs saying “E. Coli? No big deal. So a few people will get the
runs…” until an 8 year old boy dies.
https://www.wcvb.com/article/boy-s-death-first-e-coli-related-child-fatality-since-2012/8204881

Note that this is *DC* Whole Foods. I’ll have to check the one near me, 30 mins outside DC,
but I suspect this has a lot to do with the flash mob shoplifting nonsense. I do agree with the
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personal tracking issues, though.

Kind of works out for the democrat mentality: Create a lax, dangerous, crime-filled
environment. Then impose “solutions” to that crime by treating everyone as potential
criminals and tracking everything they do.

Exactly, through their policies, the leftist, globalist minded Democrats cause anarchy and
then “solve” the problem through domination. The globalists want to take away all
freedoms in this once great nation.

With your QRC code, once registered and after your first purchase, you can watch the Mariah
Carey Christmas Special free year round!!!!! As President Biden once said, “C’mon Man!

Boycott Whole Foods, and I know it’s hard, but boycott Amazon too.

Apparently monitories can figure QR codes out but can’t figure out how to get a voting ID?
Isn’t this limitation raaacccciiiisssstttttt?

I’ve never even been in a hole of foods, probably a great idea.
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A couple of years down the road you will want to buy your regular steak and you won’t be
permitted to take it from the meat area because your meat quota will have been exceeded.
Then you will go to the ice cream and you can’t get that either because they are reading your
insulin levels (via 5G and the graphene oxide in your body from the vax) and have determined
you should not have ice cream. We could go on and on with these control scenarios but it will
be worse than anything we can now imagine, because TOOLS (people who go along with it
and help it happen) will say, “It’s no big deal”

Merry Christmas, Happy Holidays. Love this from Elon:
https://twitter.com/cb_doge/status/1606733976194146304?s=20&t=DqlGMcYvKYTo3w-
wXLG9uw

This is not about tracking. This is not about shoplifting.

It is about eventual total control of every purchase, including food. It will be used to deny
people the ability to even buy food unless they except the mark.

No! Boycott all things Bezos!!

Cloward-Piven strategy. Read up on it. The blueprint for the destruction of America, courtesy
of American “Universities”.
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Courtesy of St. Barack, who is a Frances Fox Piven acolyte. That bastard wasn’t kidding
when he vowed to fundamentally transform the republic he loathes. He just didn’t have the
balls to do it when he’d be the one blamed.

Mike’s the one with the balls.

I just got a letter from the electric company. Two years ago they jacked the price of electricity
by 30% for anyone resisting their installation of “smart meters”, saying they were only putting
them in so as to reduce the “hazard” of human beings having to come check the readings. I
saw through their BS at the time and complained, of course futilely.

The letter now says you can “opt in” to variable peak/non-peak rates to “save money” if you
“choose” to shift your usage to off peak times, like 3 am like all good proletarians do.

You know damn well they are monitoring your usage every minute of the day, and can detect
what types of electrical equipment you are using based on power draw and signal artifacts.
They will be able to throttle you if your social credit score goes below par for something evil
like using an air conditioner while the sun is hottest. Yeah, those “smart meters” were just for
the social well being of the poor meter checkers. Yep, are you dumb enough to believe that
now?

Yep…absolutely correct. All these smart meters have been on the public with no debate
anywhere. I think there is a class action lawsuit brewing someday by someone. Being
charged to opting out of being spied on is not cool to say the least.

If you give Kroger (or most any store) your phone number to get their discounts, they are
tracking everything you buy.
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And this is different from Amazon, who tracks your purchases, or Safeway, or Facebook,
or Google???

Same with credit card purchases, I believe

They do that through their “member” cards too.

Because the homeless tent city has been pushed back 1/2 block away from the main drag.
Welcome to Leftist Utopia.

Democrats built this.

Guess who lost 30+% of it customers

Pfizer.
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Just say No to QR codes….

You are worried about the possibility of them seeing you, you poor thing, when in reality they
are about to do away with at least 50 % of you. You people are stupid or you are bots, you are
looking at the smoke screen and can’t see what they are really doing. Wake up you are in
trouble, of losing your country and your life.

Mmm hmm. I reckon.

I wonder if they are charging extra for tin foil?

Don’t worry the jab will rid us of most of them.

I enjoy shopping at our little Whole Foods store in Fayetteville, AR, even when they were all
masked up.

If this QR code entry was ever implemented at that store, I would go down the street to the
next organic/natural foods store. There are many choices, all over the country.

As and aside, I moved to Austin in 1985, five years after this little organic hippie-deli food store
began. They had a great deli-bar with all sorts of fresh and wholesome food. One of my
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favorites was a wheat roast salad. 40 years later, I asked the deli Fayetteville manager if they
had the recipe. He could not find it anywhere on their computer system. Too bad.

I will never shop there. I also stop using all awards cards in all stores as it is doing the same
thing tracking you and I only pay in CASH.
NO CC and I don’t own debit card.

That’s why the government will be replacing cash with a digital currency in the very near
future. Nothing like a little forced compliance in the land of the free, home of the brave.

Once you download a QR code and you use it to visit a site, they are permanently in your
phone. Let that sink in….

I didn’t realize that.

If you scan a QR code (not download, just scan) it just takes you to a web page, no
different from clicking on any url. Individual sites usually track clicks and site visits,
recording your ip address and other information that connects your activity to you
personally. If the site uses Google Analytics (most do) all of that information is aggregated
by Google which then uses that information to sell ads targeted at you. Google also freely
shares your information with the US government, no matter where you live.

If you don’t want this to happen to you, you need to use Brave browser and a VPN. Both
are very easy to use and free (there are paid or free vpns).
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Also, turn on every privacy feature of your smart phone, turn off all the data collection and
tracking (this is easier on apple phones than Google phones, though you can’t trust apple
either.

Never use the password savers built in to browsers, they are not secure and the owner of
the browser (Firefox or Google, etc) can probably access them and share them with the
government. Use Bitwarden or another password protector instead.

Last, if a website lets you opt out of tracking, opt out of tracking.

Scan this 🖕

Just shoot the shoplifters; no need for QR codes.

Nearly every volume retailer has a Touchless Checkout (or other name for the same tech)
project. It’s a means of loss prevention, along with convenience, health and labor objectives.
Not saying anyone should be happy with it, but this is widespread and imminent for retail, not
just Amazon.

I live in a small rural town, Kroger left over a year ago. There is a small local grocery
chain, and then there is Wally-world, which has gone to self-checkout only.

The local Walmart has a whole lot of self-checkout kiosks open; however I
apparently live in a town of ornery folks: with multiple self-checkout kiosks empty,
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Oh boy

there are always lines at the old-fashioned lanes.

Really does warm my heart.

The future of every town

I never use self checkout. I just stand in line. Keeps a person in a job as I see it.

Good on ya.

Those scan-and-go places are meant to cut their labor cost by having you do the work of
an employee.

He causes all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark on their
right hand or on their foreheads,

17 and that no one may buy or sell except one who has the mark or the name of the beast, or
the number of his name.

If anyone worships the beast and his image, and receives his mark on his forehead or on his
hand, 10 he himself shall also drink of the wine of the wrath of God, …

11 And the smoke of their torment ascends forever and ever; and they have no rest day or
night, who worship the beast and his image, and whoever receives the mark of his name.”
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parts of Rev 13 & 14

Amen. The Word of God, faithful and true. It will come to pass.

Use a prepaid card, phone,, mask and hat and they won’t know who you are. BTW turnoff
your WiFi, bluetooth and NFC.
There are ways to obfuscate them trending your habits. It’s all about what you buy nowadays.
They can figure out what you are up to. Specifically they are after non-habits. You often buy a
list of goods then all of a sudden you buy something outside of categories you normally buy.
They take that information and flag it. They meaning the companies you buy from along with
their 3rd party partners. Go read up on the terms of service.

Just wait until they hook up the AI to people’s brains! It will be like the “Borg” in Star Trek NG,
et al.

No ‘ loyalty ‘ card , give me the sale price or don’t get my business.
No address on file.
NO I don’t want your store spy ” App ” in my phone.
No I wont scan my own groceries unless you PAY ME.

Mark of the Beast
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In a couple years no one will even have cars.
Everything is happening so fast but Obama’s done us all in as we were all talking about how
old Joe is.
Obama just finished fundamentally changed America forever

Isn’t the is an anti theft thing? Anyway if you want to digitally use coupons, you would scan
your Amazon Prime Membership QR code and it does keep a list of your purchases. IDK
some people are okay with it because you can create shopping lists this way and get
discounts for future shopping at WF. Not all technology is nefarious.

Social credit is really efficient too, comrade.

You’re doing the same thing with your customer rewards cards. A tiny discount to be able to
track your purchases.

Costco tracks everything we buy what’s the difference

The difference would be surveillance
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This is the mark of the beast!
Revelation 13
“16 It also forced all people, great and small, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a
mark on their right hands or on their foreheads, 17 so that they could not buy or sell
unless they had the mark, which is the name of the beast or the number of its name.”

I’m in the wholesale food industry and I can assure you, every major food retailer tracks your
purchases now. Either by club card, credit card or phone number. This data is critical to
inventory control and they are not going to stop tracking among other things (product variety).
The QR code at Whole Foods is so that they can reduce employee counts and save you from
standing in line. You scan the code get what you want and walk out the door. It’s all about cost
control and yes they allow for a certain percentage of theft. You can shop somewhere else.

If they are all doing it (tracking) can you really shop somewhere else?

So far Aldi and Publix do not track although both have apps. I pay cash, buy my own
groceries (don’t order for pickup) and don’t use the app. Walmart also doesn’t have an app
or loyalty card but the neighborhood markets have only self checkout so I rarely use
those stores.

Mike Boring, you sound like you think this is harmless. Don’t be such a tool. A couple of
years down the road you will want to buy your regular steak and you won’t be permitted to
take it from the meat area because your meat quota will have been exceeded. Then you
will go to the ice cream and you can’t get that either because they are reading your insulin
levels (via 5G and the graphene oxide in your body from the vax) and have determined
you should not have ice cream. We could go on and on with these control scenarios but it
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will be worse than anything we can now imagine, because TOOLS like you will say, “It’s
no big deal”

This is a big fat nothingburger. You aren’t giving them anything they don’t already have if you
pay with a card. You’re just ringing as you go, so that you walk straight out at the end. There’s
an opt out line at the right.

lol you apparently do not understand data and analytics. Just because “they” whoever
they are have some of your information does not mean you should hand over you
shopping habits. The “they have my information already” attitude is why we currently have
a surveillance state. Defeatism is not an option. Don’t volunteer your information as it can
easily be used against you to profile you in one category or another.

Haha, 35 years analytics and reporting, data warehousing, advanced analytics, and
currently head of data governance for a really big company. Which means that I
know that legally you can opt out of almost anything. I also know that most of the
data gathering is not malicious. Give it up dude, your hard right conspiracy theories
are handing the world to the leftist fake liberals.

As Elon Musk just observed, all the “conspiracy theories” are true, and more
(in reference to Twitter).

“head of data governance”. What an interesting phrase.
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Be a whole lot more convenient when the qr code is tattooed on your forehead or hand. But
you will take that willingly because you will hate God and worship the Beast. Whew! Starving
for Jesus. A new movement I’m starting.

Big fat NO WAY. Won’t ever shopping there!

Wait a second, this is a specialized store. Old news. No check out. You walk in. Take stuff and
walk out. And every store with a store card/membership tracks everything you purchase also.

No workers on checkouts and only turnstile jumpers get free food.

It’s not a specialized store. Just your standard grocery store albeit more expensive.

Your law enforcement means nothing. You have no law. We are your overlords.
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